The MARTINIQUE PLUS project offers training to understand and learn how to use European mechanisms for the purpose of socio-educational activities carried out at local level to support young people with fewer opportunities, followed by support for the submission of projects.

**TARGET GROUPS**
- Associations.
- Youth workers.
- Municipalities.
**PROJECT PLANNING TUTORIALS**

- How to generate a new Erasmus plus form (KA1 - New Format)?
- Start drafting an Erasmus Plus form (KA1).
- How to complete the «activities» portion of an Erasmus Plus form (KA1)?
- Find ideas for non-formal activities on Salto Youth.
- Find Erasmus Plus training on Salto Youth.

**IMPACTS**

- 40 trained professionals.
- 23 educators and animators who went on a mobility programme.
- 6 structured groups trained.
- 9 individual support sessions carried out.

**FUNDING BY**

Co-financed by The Overseas Ministry and Fort-de-France Municipality.

**ACTIVITIES**

Training cycle of three half-days covering:
- Understanding Europe’s approach;
- Simulating the submission of a project;
- The European dimension and local anchoring of a project.

The pedagogical team uses non-formal education methods to facilitate participants’ learning and make it interactive. The practical methodology will allow beneficiaries to design a project in response to managers’ concerns, to build and formalise a partnership, to increase the provisional budget and to finalise the grant application. The support is both collective and individual.

**RESOURCES**

(click on the links below)

Project planning tutorials:
- How to generate a new Erasmus plus form (KA1 - New Format)?
- Start drafting an Erasmus Plus form (KA1).
- How to complete the «activities» portion of an Erasmus Plus form (KA1)?
- Find ideas for non-formal activities on Salto Youth.
- Find Erasmus Plus training on Salto Youth.

- monileouailleursjemengage.info/e-modules/
- lavinia@dantillestedailleurs.org

**MARTINIQUE**

Vous êtes une association et vous recherchez des opportunités de financements européens pour votre projet de mobilité jeunesse ? Dана vous propose une formation pour expérimenter une candidature sur le programme Erasmus Plus.

82, ave COURBARRI 97211 LE ROBUR

Contact: contact@dantillestedailleurs.org